
Subject: Re: A real actually red alert tesla coil
Posted by Tesladownunder on Tue, 06 Nov 2007 22:46:33 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The Merovingian wrote on Tue, 06 November 2007 14:20That's even an actual better excuse to
prove it's been faked.
If the electricity ran down a wire to the 'allied guy', there'd be no sparks what-so-ever, at all.
Still doesn't explain the 'real' discharge into the tree above it (you can tell it's real because it's
purple, which sparks of electicity are at night).
Are you the same Merovingian as on the 4HV forum? You should know better if you are.  

Sounds like you are making your accusations of fakery but have not even bothered to look at the
site to understand how it was done. Maybe never even seen a Tesla coil. I have extensive
explanations and diagrams on my site and about 1100 photos.

I will explain if you can't bother.  There is no photoshopping at all. None.  It is a single 17 second
exposure that does have things that happen during that 17 seconds to give the effects. 
It is not "down a wire". There is a wire with a 3 foot gap held together by fishing line that the
sparks jump across. During the first 10 second this first wire with gap is pulled across the long
spark distance of 22ft.  The camera will pick up all sparks as the line travels the distance giving
the appearance similar to a single spark.

After this efect is done then there is a similar line that is pulled from the Tesla trooper through to
the lower toroid and on through to the shed to the right.
There is only ever one spark at a time.
The purple streamers are nowhere near reaching the tree.  

So many things are happening during that 17 seconds and are the result of a lot of planning and 4
people doing stuff behind the scenes.

Do you understand?

TDU
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